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ABSTRACT: Oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) is a
compelling strategy for the direct conversion of methane to C2+
hydrocarbons in order to produce fuels and value-added chemicals.
Nevertheless, it remains challenging to achieve the high C2+ yield
that is desirable in industrial synthesis. Here, a lithium, tungstencodoped Mg-Mn based oxygen carrier, (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8, is
prepared for the chemical looping oxidative coupling of methane
(CLOCM) technology. The designed codoped oxygen carrier
exhibits an improved OCM performance with a C2+ yield of 28.6%
at 850 °C, which is 80% higher than the combined yields of the
single Li- and W-doped oxygen carriers, and 330% higher than that
of the undoped Mg6MnO8 oxygen carrier. The enhanced activity
has also been demonstrated over 50 redox cycles in the CLOCM system. In combination with solid characterization, density
functional theory calculations reveal that, as compared to the single-metal-doped Mg6MnO8, the Li and W codopants work
synergistically which not only enhances CH3 dimerization but also inhibits CO2 formation. This eﬀect was attributed to the
suppressed formation of unselective oxygen vacancies, which in turn leads to the C2+ yield enhancement. As a result, (Li,W)Mg6MnO8 was found to be one of the best performing oxygen carriers as compared to other oxygen carriers reported in the
literature. These ﬁndings provide new insights into the understanding of the codoping eﬀect on the activity of a Mg-Mn based
oxygen carrier for C2+ production and can open new avenues to design an environmentally and economically feasible CLOCM
system.
KEYWORDS: Chemical looping, Oxidative coupling of methane, Oxygen carrier, Redox reaction, Synergistic eﬀect

■

INTRODUCTION
Recent discoveries of CH4 reserves in the form of shale gas
have caused a resurgence of technologies that convert CH4 to
value added products.1,2 Certain reserves, which amount to a
considerable portion of the worldwide CH4 resource, suﬀer
from monetization issues due to their distance from the market
and are termed as stranded CH 4 reserves.3,4 As the
commercially available indirect CH4 valorization technologies
rely on economy of scale to be feasible, the CH4 generated
from these small and low value stranded reserves is often
ﬂared, generating CO2.5,6 It has caused a sustainability
problem, where not only is the CH4 resource being lost but
also the act of ﬂaring puts a CO2 footprint on the process.
Thus, technologies that are more eﬀective at converting CH4
to products are crucial, with the world heading toward
reducing greenhouse emissions.7,8 Speciﬁcally, technologies
related to the direct conversion of CH4 to chemicals have
gained momentum as it simpliﬁes the overall process, leading
to reduced costs and improved energy eﬃciencies.1,9−11 The
CH4 sources can range from stranded natural gas, associated
gas, to bio-derived methane where the chemicals synthesized in
© 2021 American Chemical Society

these direct utilization of CH4 technologies range from
aromatics, oleﬁns, to oxygenates such as methanol.12−20
Among these technologies, oxidative coupling of methane
(OCM) has been shown to have the highest estimated kinetic
yield.1,21 Under OCM, CH4 is converted to C2+ hydrocarbons
in a single step, typically over a catalyst and in the presence of
an oxygen species, O2. Here, C2+ refers to C2’s such as ethane
and ethylene and higher hydrocarbons. However, the oxidation
of CH4 to CO and CO2 competes with the CH3 radical
coupling to C2+, imposing limitations to the selectivity of the
desired hydrocarbon products. In addition, the over-oxidation
of the desired products such as ethane/ethylene is much more
favorable as compared to CH4.22 This results in an upper limit
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for the overall yield for a catalytic OCM system at 25%,23
where the economically feasible overall yield is estimated to be
greater than 30%.24,25 The need to address these challenges has
driven the development of novel systems and unique OCM
catalyst designs.26−28
The chemical looping oxidative coupling of methane
(CLOCM) is a promising alternative approach in comparison
to the catalytic mode for C2+ production. Instead of cofeeding
O2 with CH4 over a catalyst, CLOCM utilizes the lattice
oxygen from a reducible metal oxide or a catalytic oxygen
carrier as the oxygen source for the OCM reaction.25,29,30
Figure 1 depicts the reaction scheme of CLOCM where the

Figure 2. Comparison of CLOCM systems on a C2+ selectivity vs
CH4 conversion plot from the literature and this work.9,15,52,32,45−51

there are two categories of data that diﬀer in the experimental
methodology that was used to collect the data. The blue circles
represent the performance of the oxygen carriers when it was
reduced under pure CH4 and the orange triangles represent the
performance of the oxygen carriers that had a pulsed CH4
injection under a constant inert carrier gas ﬂow. The latter
methodology is useful in capturing the time-evolving features
in the product distribution, giving insights about the reaction
mechanism. However, the performance that this methodology
captures skews the data due to the dilution eﬀect of the inert
carrier gas, displaying a higher selectivity than what would be
observed with pure CH4.43,44 Thus, from a commercially
relevant standpoint, the goal of this study was to design an
oxygen carrier that displays a high C2+ yield under the pure
CH4 condition.
The Mg−Mn composite material, Mg6MnO8, has been
proven to be suitable for CLOCM due to its stable reactivity
toward hydrocarbon synthesis over multiple redox cycles and
its high oxygen release capacity.20,53 In this work, the C2+
formation over Mg6MnO8 oxygen carriers with a low
concentration of Li and W dopants in the CLOCM system
was comprehensively investigated. (Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8
has unique properties that are driven by synergy between the
dopants and thus distinguished from the singly doped
Mg6MnO8 in the aspect of oxygen vacancy formation. The
codoping-induced oxygen vacancies dramatically facilitate CH4
dissociation and CH3 dimerization, leading to a C2+ yield of
28.6%, which is by far the highest in CLOCM systems, as
shown in Figure 2. This work will provide insights into
eﬀective oxygen carrier design and have broader impacts on
the development of an environmentally and economically
feasible CLOCM technology.

Figure 1. Schematic representation for the chemical looping oxidative
coupling of methane (CLOCM).

metal oxide/catalytic oxygen carrier provides the active sites
for the conversion of methane to C2/C2+ hydrocarbon
products and H2O in the OCM reactor. The reduced catalytic
oxygen carrier, upon oxygen donation from the OCM reactor,
can be regenerated by air in a separate reactor (air reactor) to
complete a full cycle of the redox reaction. This change of
oxygen source as compared to the catalytic system eliminates
the use of an air separation unit, which is an energy and cost
intensive unit operation.25,31 Further, due to the absence of O2
in the gas phase, the CLOCM system gets rid of unwanted gasphase reactions, potentially raising the cap on the C2+ yield
that can be achieved through OCM.32,33
Despite these advantages, the reported catalytic oxygen
carriers for CLOCM have yet to show exceptional performance
as compared to the catalytic OCM. Here, a higher performance
in the form of high C2+ selectivity along with a high CH4
conversion would provide not only the most economically
feasible system but also the most sustainable system in terms of
carbon eﬃciency toward the products. Statistical analysis on
such strategies has suggested an ideal recipe for an OCM
catalyst, where the catalyst’s components work synergistically
to provide an optimal yield; however, such a catalyst has not
been synthesized yet.22 Figure 2 shows a quantitative
comparison between the C2+ generation performance of
diﬀerent oxygen carriers through CLOCM, where a majority
of the CLOCM systems operate with a C2+ yield of <25%.
Over these catalytic oxygen carriers and catalysts from the
traditional OCM system, the commonly accepted mechanism
for OCM is the generation of CH3 radicals through CH4
activation on surface active sites where the radicals eventually
couple to form C2 hydrocarbons.27,34,35 These active sites have
been induced by doping alkali metal oxides/chlorides or
transition state metal oxides,36−38 forming mixed metal
oxides,39,40 addition of inert support materials, etc.,41,42 to
maximize the C2 and C2+ yields. It is important to note that

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Catalytic Metal Oxide Synthesis and Characterization. For
this study, Li-doped Mg6MnO8 (Li-Mg6MnO8), W-doped Mg6MnO8
(W-Mg6MnO8), and four (Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8 with varying
ratios of Li and W were synthesized. For the single dopant Mg6MnO8,
stoichiometric quantities of MnO2 (Materion, 99.9% pure), MgO
(Materion, 99.9% pure), and the respective dopant (2.65% mol) were
hand ground with 50 wt % DI water. For synthesizing Li-Mg6MnO8,
LiOH (Sigma-Aldrich, 98% pure) was used, and for W-Mg6MnO8,
WO3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9% pure) was used. The four (Li,W)-codoped
catalytic metal oxides were also synthesized in a similar fashion, with
the dopant composition of Li and W varied in combinations of 2.65%
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Figure 3. (a) C2+ selectivity versus reaction time for Li-Mg6MnO8 and W-Mg6MnO8 and (b) methane conversion versus reaction time for LiMg6MnO8 and W-Mg6MnO8 at 850 °C and 1 atm at a GHSV of 2400 h−1.
and 4%. All the doped samples were calcined under air at 950 °C for 8
h. All of these catalytic oxygen carriers were ground and sieved postcalcination to a size of 300−850 μm.
H2-temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR) was used to
characterize the reducibility of the oxygen carrier. Here, the metal
oxide sample is subjected to a H2 containing environment, where the
sample reacts with H2 as the reaction temperature is increased
linearly. These experiments are carried out in a thermogravimetric
analyzer, which measures the weight of the metal oxide sample as it
undergoes reduction. The negative derivative of that weight with
temperature is plotted against the reaction temperature to get the
reduction proﬁle. The hydrogen concentration used in these
experiments is 50% vol with balance N2. The temperature ramp
rate was 10 °C/min and was kept constant across the diﬀerent runs.
The samples were also analyzed in a Kratos axis ultra XPS with
monochromated aluminum source X-rays for scanning the samples.
The instrument was run with an accelerating voltage of 12 kV and
ﬁlament current of 10 mA. A charge neutralizer was used with the
ﬁlament current at 2.2 A and the charge balance at 2.5 V. Additionally,
the scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to obtain images
of the surface morphology before and after redox cycles. The SEM
was operated with a 20 kV and a 43 pA electron beam.
Fixed Bed Setup for Simulated Chemical Looping Tests.
Redox experiments were carried out in a ﬁxed bed reactor system,
which has been illustrated in previous studies and in Figure S1a.9,50
The OCM reaction was carried out for 15 s or 30 s with pure CH4
with a ﬂow of 200 mL/min, and the air re-oxidation was carried out
for 30 min with air ﬂowing at 200 mL/min. A N2 purge of 10 min at
200 mL/min was run between the reduction and oxidation steps to
avoid the formation of any explosive mixtures. The oxidation time was
kept excessively long based on a previous study50 which ensured that
the oxygen carrier was completely re-oxidized and carbon deposited
on the carrier, if any, was burnt oﬀ. This cyclic operation is illustrated
in Figure S1b, where one ﬁxed bed reactor can be operated in a
simulated chemical looping fashion. Gas analysis was done by a gas
chromatography analyzer (Agilent GC 8900B) or a Fourier
Transform Infrared gas analyzer (CAI 6000 FTIR). For the gas
chromatography analyzer, gas bags were used to capture the gas
samples which were injected into the analyzer through a gas syringe.
The FTIR was an online gas analyzer operated at 191 °C with a
heated line into the analyzer operated at 200 °C. The performance of
the diﬀerent variations of the doped Mg6MnO8 catalytic oxygen
carriers was examined through CH4 conversion (eq S1) and C2+
selectivity (eq S2) performance metrics given in eqs S1 and S2
depicted in the Supporting Information.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations. The ﬁrstprinciples calculations were performed within the framework of
density functional theory (DFT), using the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP).54,55 The generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof56 was used to represent the

exchange-correlation energy with details of the calculations illustrated
in the Supporting Information. For the activation and dissociation
barrier calculations, the climbing-image nudged elastic band (CINEB) method was used.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Eﬀect of Single Dopants on Mg6MnO8 in the CLOCM
System. With the goal to study the codoping eﬀect of Li and
W and characterize any potential synergy between the two
dopants on the C2+ yield, Li-doped Mg6MnO8 (Li-Mg6MnO8)
and W-doped Mg6MnO8 (W-Mg6MnO8) samples were ﬁrst
synthesized and their performance was analyzed. The
individually doped catalytic oxygen carriers would provide
the baseline activity data that will be later compared with the
(Li,W)-codoped catalytic oxygen carrier. Both the metal oxide
composites were tested in the ﬁxed bed reactor. The catalytic
oxygen carrier reduction reaction in the ﬁxed bed reactor was
carried out for 30 s at 850 °C for Li- and W-doped Mg6MnO8
with the gas sample bagged every 5 s. The gas residence time
of the reactor system is 5 s as tested from blank runs. The Xaxis in Figure 3a,b depicts the average time for each bag,
excluding the ﬁrst 5 s of the reduction which can be ignored
due to the gas residence time. However, it was found that
catalytic oxygen carrier reduction for 30 s can lead to carbon
deposition at the end of the reduction step, so the reduction
time for the (Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8 sample was reduced
to 15 s. This precautionary step was undertaken to prevent any
loss in activity over cycles due to carbon deposition.
Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 3 depict the C2+ selectivity and
CH4 conversion proﬁle for Li- and W-Mg6MnO8 catalytic
oxygen carriers, respectively. Both the oxygen carriers show a
characteristic trend seen in CLOCM systems that are operated
in a ﬁxed bed.9,15,45 Initially, as CH4 is fed over the oxidized
catalytic oxygen carrier, the CH4 conversion is high due to the
high concentration of lattice oxygen available for the CH4 to
react. Consequently, this also leads to over-oxidation of CH4
and the C2+ products, which is seen as a low C2+ selectivity
initially. As the OCM reaction progresses, the lattice oxygen is
abstracted by CH4 and the oxygen concentration of the oxygen
carrier decreases as it gets reduced. This results in a reduction
of CH4 conversion and also reduces the over-oxidation
tendency, thus improving the C2+ selectivity. While comparing
the two dopants, W-Mg6MnO8 shows a higher C2+ selectivity
than the Li-doped counterpart until 7.5 s. However, the C2+
selectivity of the Li-Mg6MnO8 is higher after 12.5 s, indicating
a more selective nature of Li than W toward C2+ hydrocarbon
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production. Additionally, the CH4 conversion is higher for LiMg6MnO8 than the W-Mg6MnO8 throughout the reaction
time. Upon comparing the OCM activity of both the dopants,
it can be concluded that the W doping reduced the tendency of
the oxygen carrier to donate oxygen to CH4 as compared to
the Li-doped metal oxide. In other words, the tendency for
oxygen vacancy formation is lower for the W-Mg6MnO8 which
is indicated by its lower CH4 conversion than Li-Mg6MnO8 as
seen in Figure 3b. Thus, as the lattice oxygen is more strongly
bound for the W-Mg6MnO8 as compared to the Li-Mg6MnO8,
the over-oxidation tendency of the W-doped sample reduces.
This phenomenon is highlighted in the C2+ selectivity plot in
Figure 3a where the ﬁrst 7.5 s indicates a lower over-oxidation
potential or a higher C2+ selectivity for the W-Mg6MnO8 as
compared to Li-Mg6MnO8. Hereafter, as the catalytic oxygen
carrier reduction proceeds, the surface oxygen vacancy
concentration increases. Here, the eﬀect of Li dopant induced
oxygen vacancy on the OCM reactions translates to a higher
C2+ selectivity post 7.5 s in the reduction step as compared to
the W-Mg6MnO8 catalytic oxygen carrier.
Eﬀect of Li and W Codoping on Mg6MnO8 in the
CLOCM System. (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8 samples were synthesized
to investigate the codoping eﬀect on the OCM activity based
on the method outlined in the Experimental Section. Diﬀerent
compositions of the two dopants were tested against their
OCM activity to ascertain the optimum composition that
provided the highest C2+ yield. Here, the C2+ yield was
calculated as an average over the entire OCM reaction period
of 15 s. It was found that Mg6MnO8 with 2.65% Li and 4% W
dopant quantity exhibited the highest C2+ yield as shown in
Figure S2. In Figure 4a, the OCM activity of the optimized
(Li,W)-codoped oxygen carrier is illustrated with respect to
reaction temperature. The optimum composition for the
codoped sample gave an overall hydrocarbon yield of 28.6% at
850 °C. Here, the overall hydrocarbon yield includes C2’s and
higher hydrocarbons (C3+) over the entire OCM reaction
period of 15 s. As seen in Figure 4a, the methane conversion
improved and the C2+C3+ selectivity dropped with an increase
in the reaction temperature. This can be attributed to the
increase in the over-oxidation tendency with the increase in the
reaction temperature. In other words, as temperature
increased, the kinetics of methane reacting with the catalytic
oxygen carrier increased, thus improving the CH4 conversion.
On the other hand, the kinetics for the subsequent undesired
oxidation of C2+ products also improved with increasing
temperature, thus converting the desired hydrocarbons into
CO x products. This inverse relationship between C 2+
selectivity and CH4 conversion creates a volcano plot for the
overall hydrocarbon yield with its optima at 850 °C as seen in
Figure S3.
Apart from the formation of COx due to successive oxidation
reactions, other gas phase reactions can also shape the ﬁnal
distribution of the products. CH3 dimerization leads to the
formation of C2H6, which can either thermally or oxidatively
dehydrogenate to form C2H4. The thermal decomposition of
C2H6 to C2H4 increases with increasing temperature as the
higher temperature favors the C−H bond scission than the C−
C bond scission.57 Thus, the C2H4/C2H6 ratio increases with
increasing reaction temperature in the CLOCM system as seen
in Figure 4b. Further, the addition of CH3 radicals to the C2
products leads to the formation of C3+ products. Because of the
abundance of CH3 radicals with increasing temperature and
the lack of molecular oxygen that can over-oxidize any higher

Research Article

Figure 4. (a) C2 selectivity, C3+ selectivity, and methane conversion
versus temperature for (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8, (b) eﬀect of temperature
on the C2H4/C2H6 ratio, depicted by the green curve, and C3+/C2
ratio over (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8, depicted by the orange curve, and (c)
comparison of the combined overall yield of Li-Mg6MnO8 and WMg6MnO8 and the overall yield of (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8 at 850 °C and 1
atm at a GHSV of 2400 h−1. The yields were calculated based on the
average C2+ selectivity and CH4 conversion over 15 s of Li- and Wdoped Mg6MnO8 samples.

hydrocarbons, the C3+ hydrocarbon formation with respect to
C2 hydrocarbon products increases with increasing temperature, as seen in Figure 4b. However, the dip in the trend at
900 °C can be attributed to cracking reactions, favoring smaller
chain hydrocarbons as opposed to higher hydrocarbons.
Finally, the synergy between the two dopants can be visualized
from Figure 4c, where the overall yield of (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8 is
80% higher than the total combined overall yields of Li- and
W-doped samples. Further, the reported yield on an undoped
Mg6MnO8 is 6.7%,50 where the codoping strategy enhances the
overall yield by 330% to 28.6% at 850 °C.
Solid Characterization of the Li and W-Codoped
Mg6MnO8. To further understand the nature of the codoping
eﬀect, H2-temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR) was
used to investigate the reducibility of the undoped and doped
Mg6MnO8. H2-TPR reduction proﬁles, as seen in Figure 5,
display the reduction potential of the metal oxide as it goes
through several solid oxide phases during reduction. The
details of the H2-TPR operation have been provided in the
Experimental Section.
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samples. The peak corresponding to Mn3+ to Mn2+ shifts to the
right, where the temperature of reduction increases from 610
to 661 °C as compared to the undoped sample. This results in
the CH4 conversion being in between the undoped and the Wdoped sample. Also, the peak corresponding to the reduction
of W6+ shifts to the left as compared to the W-doped sample.
Both of these peak shifts indicate an interaction between the Li
dopant and the W dopant, where the eﬀect on the Li dopant is
much more pronounced. This interaction between the two
dopants is what helps in synergistically combining the
properties to the two dopants on Mg6MnO8.
The XPS data from Figure 6a−c give the surface
composition and the oxidation states of the respective species
present on the codoped sample. The XPS spectra of Mg 2s
depict a +2 oxidation state of Mg on the surface as depicted by
Figure 6a. Further, Figure 6b portrays the multiplet splitting of
the Mn 2p3/2 peak represents Mn in its +4 oxidation state.58
Figure 6c corresponds to W on the surface in a +6 oxidation
state.59 The spectrum for Li was not noticeable at these low
concentrations as the sensitivity of Li is lower than other
metals for XPS. However, as seen from the H2-TPR, both Li
and W dopants interact with each other in the codoped
sample, and thus Li should also be present with W on the
surface of the catalytic oxygen carrier. No signiﬁcant
diﬀerences were observed when comparing the XPS spectra
of the codoped sample with the spectra of Li-Mg6MnO850 and
W-Mg6MnO8, which is illustrated in Figure S4.
Mechanism Studies of CLOCM. In order to explore the
mechanism of CLOCM over doped Mg6MnO8 oxygen carriers,
DFT calculations were performed. On the basis of our previous
study,50 the (111) surface of Mg6MnO8 was chosen as the slab
model with a Mg-Mn outermost layer which was labeled as the
s layer. Li-Mg6MnO8 with the Li(s)-O active site was built by
replacing one magnesium atom in the s layer with one lithium
atom. For the W dopant, its position at the top surface layer
was found to be energetically more preferred than that in the
subsurface by −0.24 eV. Therefore, one Mn atom at the s layer
was substituted with W to build the W-Mg6MnO8 which
includes the active site W(s)-O. To model the codoping
catalytic oxygen carrier, one Mg atom in W-Mg6MnO8 was
substituted with the Li dopant. The optimized structures of Lidoped, W-doped, and Li,W-codoped Mg6MnO8(111) slabs are

Figure 5. H2-temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR) proﬁles
for the undoped Mg6MnO8, Li-Mg6MnO8, W-Mg6MnO8, and (Li,W)codoped Mg6MnO8.

In H2-TPR, if the temperature corresponding to the maxima
of the peak shifts to the left, i.e., to a lower temperature, it
signiﬁes an ease of reduction. In other words, a peak at a lower
temperature has a higher over-oxidation potential toward
hydrocarbons/reducing gases than a peak at a higher
temperature and vice versa. A higher over-oxidation potential
corresponds to the metal oxide showing higher CH 4
conversion tendency, which can also have the potential to
reduce the hydrocarbon selectivity. However, hydrocarbon
selectivity also depends on the active sites present on the metal
oxide surface and thus does not have a direct correlation with
the H2-TPR reduction proﬁles. The undoped Mg6MnO8
sample was kept as a basis for comparing the trends seen for
the three doped samples. The Li-doped sample shows a shift
toward the left and the W-doped sample shows a shift to the
right, as compared to the undoped sample. This corroborates
the data seen in Figure 3b which shows higher CH4 conversion
for Li-Mg6MnO8 as compared with W-Mg6MnO8. On the
other hand, the hydrocarbon selectivity also increases due to
the Li dopant induced oxygen vacancies.50 The W-doped
sample has an additional peak at ∼909 °C as compared to the
undoped and the Li-doped sample, which corresponds to the
reduction of W6+. The (Li,W)-codoped sample shows a
peculiar reduction proﬁle as compared to the Li- and W-doped

Figure 6. XPS spectra and the respective components for (a) Mg 2s, (b) Mn 2p3/2, and (c) W 4f in the fresh (Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8 catalytic
oxygen carrier.
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Figure 7. (a) Top view of the optimized structures of the Mg6MnO8(111) slab with the Li dopant, W dopant, and (Li,W) dopant (side view of the
structure is shown in the inset), (b) the oxygen vacancy formation energy (kJ/mol) plotted as a function of the oxygen vacancy concentration (%).

Figure 8. Energy proﬁles for CH4 dissociation and CO* formation on active sites of Li-Mg6MnO8, W-Mg6MnO8, and (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8.

from 210 kJ/mol when the oxygen vacancy concentration
increases to about 10%. For W-Mg6MnO8, the formation
energy of the initial oxygen vacancy is 465 kJ/mol, which is
155 kJ/mol higher than that in (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8. However,
when the oxygen vacancy concentration reaches 8.3%, the Ef of
W-Mg6MnO8 is only 15 kJ/mol higher than the Ef of (Li,W)Mg6MnO8. These results indicate that the W doping induces
higher oxygen vacancy formation energy than that in undoped
Mg6MnO8 and Li-Mg6MnO8. Thus, adding W dopant can
inhibit the formation of a surface oxygen vacancy on
Mg6MnO8. In contrast, the Li doping does not signiﬁcantly
aﬀect the formation energy of an oxygen vacancy on the

shown in Figure 7a. On the basis of the experimental and H2TPR results, it was known that Li, W, and Li-W codoping have
a diﬀerent eﬀect on the reducibility of Mg6MnO8, which is
crucial to its activity for CLOCM. Thus, to understand this
phenomenon further, the tendency for the oxygen vacancy
formation on these surfaces was investigated. The oxygen
vacancy was created by removing a 5-fold coordinated lattice
oxygen atom in the subsurface. The computed oxygen vacancy
formation energies (Ef) as a function of oxygen vacancy
concentration are shown in Figure 7b. It can be seen that Ef
generally increases with an increase in the oxygen vacancy
concentration. The Ef of Li-Mg6MnO8 increases to 469 kJ/mol
2656
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Figure 9. (a) Overall selectivity and methane conversion at 850 °C and 1 atm at a GHSV of 2400 h−1 across 50 redox cycles for (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8
with 15 s of OCM reaction time; SEM images of (b) fresh (Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8, (c) 50 cycle (Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8, and (d) cross
section of 50 cycle (Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8.

respectively. Therefore, the Mg6MnO8 with Li and W dopants
that facilitate CH3 dimerization and suppress CO formation
can serve as an eﬃcient catalytic oxygen carrier for CLOCM,
which has been substantiated by the redox experiments shown
in Figure 4.
Redox Stability of (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8. For a catalytic
oxygen carrier to be commercially relevant in a CLOCM
system, not only is it important for that oxygen carrier to
achieve high productivity toward the C2+ hydrocarbon
products but also it needs to display high stability in the
chemical looping redox processes. Figure 9a shows the overall
activity measured over the 15 s of OCM reaction time of the
(Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8 oxygen carrier across 50 redox
cycles. As depicted, the performance remained stable at 850 °C
within a range of ±4% of the average value. This indicates that
codoped samples possess high stability and good recyclability
in the CLOCM system in addition to the high activity for the
OCM reactions.
Panels (b) and (c) in Figure 9 are SEM images of (Li,W)codoped Mg6MnO8 in its fresh form and 50 redox cycle aged
form. Figure 9d is the cross section of the 50-cycle reacted
sample, depicting the size of the pores present in the bulk. As
seen from the SEM images, the sample does undergo an
increase in the grain size, indicating a sintering tendency of the
oxygen carrier upon redox cycles. This was further conﬁrmed
from the decrease in surface area of the 50-cycle reacted
sample as compared to the fresh sample through the BET
analysis mentioned in the Supporting Information. However,
this sintering does not aﬀect the CLOCM activity of the
catalytic oxygen carrier as seen from Figure 9a. Additionally,
XPS spectra were collected on the (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8 after 50
redox cycles and are depicted in Figure S5. As compared to the
XPS spectra of the fresh (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8 sample, the peaks
corresponding to Mg 1s, Mn 2p3/2, and W 4f did not show a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence (within 0.1 eV). This further veriﬁes the
stability of (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8 over the 50 redox cycles. These
results help establish the potential of this catalytic oxygen
carrier for the CLOCM system and warrant further process
and economic analysis.

surface when the oxygen vacancy concentration is greater than
4%. The oxygen vacancy formation energy for (Li,W)Mg6MnO8 mimics the lower energy requirement for oxygen
vacancy formation at lower oxygen vacancy concentrations as
the Li dopant and the higher oxygen vacancy formation energy
as the W dopant at higher oxygen vacancy concentrations.
Therefore, Li and W codoping not only induces the formation
of an active site for CH4 activation and dissociation but also
suppresses CH3 radical over-oxidation by stabilizing the surface
lattice oxygen.
In order to further identify the synergetic eﬀect of the
codoping on the C2+ yield enhancement, the overall reaction
proﬁles of the CH4 dissociation, CH3 radical formation, and
the CO formation on the active sites of Li-Mg6MnO8, WMg6MnO8, and (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8 surfaces were investigated
using the climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB)
method,60 as shown in Figure 8. After the CH4 adsorption step,
CH4 dissociates to a CH3 radical. The CH3 radical can then
desorb into the gas phase or further dissociate on the surface
via C-H cleavage. It was found that CH3 adsorption energies
on Li(s)-O, W(s)-O, and Li(s)-O-W(s) are 111, 98, and 78 kJ/
mol, respectively. This indicates that the Li and W-codoping
induced Li(s)-O-W(s) active sites can destabilize the adsorbed
CH3 radicals more eﬃciently than the individual dopants. The
desorbed CH3 radicals enter the gas phase where CH3
dimerization takes place to form C2 hydrocarbons.
An alternative pathway for the CH3 radical evolution is CH3
dissociation to the methylene radical CH2, which will lead to a
decrease in C2 yield. During this process, the CH2 radical
remains at the doping site when the extracted hydrogen
migrates to the surface O site. The calculations show that the
barrier of CH3 dissociation on the Li(s)-O-W(s) site is 146 kJ/
mol which is 14 kJ/mol higher than that on the Li(s)-O site,
and 57 kJ/mol higher than that on the W(s)-O site. This reveals
that the Li and W codoping inhibits the undesired C−H bond
activation. The Li(s)-O-W(s) site also exhibits low activity for
CH2 dissociation due to the higher barrier, compared to the
Li(s)-O site and W(s)-O site. In addition, the calculations also
show that the Li(s)-O-W(s) site is unfavorable for CO formation
because it needs to overcome a high energy barrier of 75 kJ/
mol. In contrast, CO formation on the Li(s)-O and W(s)-O site
is more facile with the energy barriers of 23 and 53 kJ/mol,
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CONCLUSION
This study demonstrated a strategy for designing a high
performance codoped catalytic oxygen carrier for chemical
looping oxidative coupling of methane. The goal of attaining
this high performance would not only beneﬁt the economic
feasibility of the process but also aid in reducing the CO2
footprint of the process. Here, codoping low concentrations of
lithium and tungsten to the Mg6MnO8 oxygen carrier in
chemical looping oxidative coupling of methane can
dramatically enhance the C2+ yield and, thus, reduce the
amount of CH4 converted to CO2, while maintaining the
recyclability for 50 redox cycles. The redox experiments show
that the codoped oxygen carrier (Li,W)-Mg6MnO8 achieves a
C2+ yield of 28.6% at 850 °C in the absence of molecular
oxygen, which is 80% higher than the combined yields of the
Li-doped and W-doped Mg6MnO8. The codoping eﬀect is also
evident from the fact that the overall yield of the codoped
catalytic oxygen carrier is 330% higher than that of the
undoped Mg6MnO8. DFT calculations reveal that the W
dopant leads to a higher oxygen vacancy formation energy than
the undoped Mg6MnO8 and Li-doped Mg6MnO8. This
stabilizes the surface lattice oxygen, reducing the CH4
conversion in the system. The (Li,W)-codoped Mg6MnO8
regulates the oxygen formation energy through the interaction
of the Li and W dopants on the catalytic oxygen carrier surface.
Thus, the Li and W codoping induced active sites not only
facilitate CH3 dimerization but also inhibit CO2 formation by
suppressing the formation of unselective oxygen vacancies.
Consequently, the C2 yield is signiﬁcantly enhanced due to this
synergistic eﬀect. These results indicate that the (Li,W)codoped Mg6MnO8 is a promising catalytic oxygen carrier,
showing commercial relevance for CLOCM and providing a
catalytic dopant screening strategy for eﬃcient chemical
looping applications.
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